3rd Grade Recommended Summer Reading
Read your way through the Alphabet


A 

READ ABOUT YOUR

B

READ ON TOP OF

A BLANKET

FAVORITE ANIMAL

D Draw your favorite scene E Read a story to
from the book you’re reading

G 

Grab your

favorite stuffed
animal and read
with it

J Read a Joke Book

(tell someone

your favorite joke)

M
in it



Make a fort and read

P Read Poetry
S Read wearing
Sunglasses!

everyone in your
family.

F

 FACETIME A FRIEND

AND READ TOGETHER

I Read the

K Read a story

L  Listen to a story

your favorite Hat

about a kid your
age.

instructions to a game

N read n ext to a
family member

O

Q Read under

READ A RECIPE AND TRY

a quilt

T Tell a friend about
your favorite book

W READ WEARING

Y

Z

BEDTIME STORY

CEREAL BOXES

H Read while wearing

V Read in funny Voices
READ YOUR FAVORITE

C READ THE BACK OF

YOUR swimsuit :)

 Read about your favorite

Zoo animal

R



Read outside

TO MAKE IT

U Read under the Table
XRead a book using
EXPRESSION!!

*Try to complete as many of the
activities as you can..
*Read 20 min for each activity.
*Put the date in the box when you
have done the activity.

Summer Suggestions for SFX 3rd Grade Mathematicians…
(Items with * have instruction on pages 2-3)
Go on a
3D Shape Hunt

Estimate (guess) how
many days until
August 12.
Then count and write the
actual number here.

looking for spheres,
cylinders, cones and
cubes.

Date Today __________
Estimate = ____
Actual = ____

Play Shut the Box*.
Do you think this is a
game of skill or a game of
luck or both?
Model squares, circles,
triangles, rectangles and
hexagons using sticks and
string.

Write a # riddle and
have someone solve it.
Here’s an example:
● Start with 25
● Double it
● Subtract 10
● Add 4
● What’s my #?
Make a calendar for your
birthday month.

Play store!
Gather food items and
write prices on them.
Set up a cash drawer
using dollars, dimes and
pennies only. Practice
adding up the total bill
and giving change.

Play PIG*.
Is this a game of skill or
a game of luck or both?

Collect 20 coins
in your house.

How much are the coins
worth?
Use graph paper to
create surrounding
patterns
(begin in the middle of
paper and work toward
the edge.)

Make a clock with a paper
plate with a minute hand
and an hour hand.

Play a board game with
your family.

Like Checkers, Chess,
Blink, Connect 4 or Uno
Try
Skip Count Coloring*
with a 100 chart.

Put together a puzzle…
or make a puzzle
(use a cereal box and
cut it into pieces).

Measure 5 things in your
house using your own
units (e.g. paper clip,
playing card, soup can).
Write down the
temperature for today.

Go on an Array Hunt.
Look for things in your
house that come in
2s, 3s and 4s.

Play Make 10*.
Is this a game of skill or
a game of luck or both?

How close is it to 100
degrees?
Play Target 20*.
Is this a game of skill or
a game of luck or both?
Jump rope, bounce a ball
or hop count up to 100 by
10s then down to 0.
Then try by 2s to 20 and
5s to 50.

Skip Count Coloring
Skip count by 2s and color each box yellow. Then skip count by fives and color each box blue. Then skip count
by 10s and color each box red.
What do you notice? What do you wonder?

SFX Grade 3 - Math Game Directions
Shut the Box

Pig

Materials: 2 dice, pen and paper
# of Players: 2 or more

Materials: 1 die, pen and paper
# of Players: 2 or more

Each player writes down numbers 1 to 12.
Players take turns rolling two dice.

The first player rolls the die as many times
as he likes
adding up the total as he goes.

Each turn, the player crosses off either the sum rolled or
any numbers that add up to that sum (e.g., if a 9 is rolled
first, the player may cross off 9, or 1 & 8, or 2 & 7, or 3 & 6, or
4 & 5.)
Later, if the sum of 9 is rolled again and the 5 is already
crossed off, the player cannot use 4 and 5 and must play
one of the other possible combinations.
When a player cannot play, he is out and has a score of
the sum of the numbers not crossed off.
Play continues until everyone is out.

If a 1 is rolled, however,
the score for that round is lost.
The player may stop at any time and
put his score in the bank,
and that banked score cannot be lost.
When a score has been banked,
or a 1 has been rolled,
the die is passed to the next player for his turn.
The winner is the first player to reach
50 or more.

The last person to go out will not necessarily win;
the person with the lowest score wins.

7 Up to Make a 10

Target 20

Materials: deck of cards (face cards removed)
# of Players: 1

Materials: 4 dice
# of Players: 2 or more

Shuffle deck and lay out 7 cards in a row - face up.

The goal of each round is to get
as close to 20 as possible
and to keep your total score low.

The object of the game is to
remove any 10 cards
or pairs of cards that add up to 10.
As cards are removed,
say the math fact (e.g. "7 + 3 = 10"),
put cards face down to the side
and replace with new cards from the deck
to keep 7 up.
If there’s no way to make 10 with the cards,
lay out another 7 cards on top of others
and keep trying to make 10s.

For each round, players take turns rolling all 4 dice
and making two 2-digit numbers
to add or subtract in trying to come close to 20.
Each round their difference from 20
is recorded for their score
(a player would score 2 points
for either 18 or 22).
Play for 5 rounds and then total your scores.
Remember the player with the
LOW total score wins this game,
so think carefully about how you make
your 2-digit numbers.

